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QUESTION 1

When specifying "A" for the acceptance option in the column SECURITY_IN in the SYSIBM.LUNAMES catalog table,
which statement is correct? 

A. An inbound ID is subject to translation. 

B. A request does not need an authentication token. 

C. With this option, VTAM cannot be defined with SECACPT=ALREADYV. 

D. For outbound requests, the encrypted password is extracted from RACF. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 2

What must be done in order to audit read access to a table? 

A. AUDIT ALL must be set on the table and an audit trace must be started. 

B. An EDITPROC must be defined on the table and an audit trace must be started. 

C. DATA CAPTURE CHANGES must be set on the table and the DB2 log must be captured. 

D. A security label column should be defined on the table within a trusted context. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

You take image copies of your table spaces every night. Since you cannot afford any data outage, you use the
SHRLEVEL CHANGE option on your COPY utility control statement. Assume that write operations currently run on your
table space while the image copies are being performed. Which of the following statements is true? 

A. Every FLASHCOPY generated with SHRLEVEL CHANGE will automatically be consistent. 

B. If you use the generated SHRLEVEL CHANGE option with RECOVER .. TOCOPY later on, DB2 determines the
open URs and backs them out so that in the end your data will be consistent. 

C. You can use keywords FLASHCOPY CONSISTENT to generate consistent flashcopy image copies with SHRLEVEL
CHANGE. Sequential copies generated during the same utility execution will be inconsistent. 

D. You can use keywords FLASHCOPY CONSISTENT to generate consistent flashcopy image copies with SHRLEVEL
CHANGE. Sequential copies generated during the same utility execution will also be consistent. 

Correct Answer: D 
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QUESTION 4

A unique index (IX1) currently exists on COL1, COL2 and COL3 of the table. There is a request to be able to have an
index on these three columns and COL4 to achieve the optimal access path. The addition of COL4 will not support the
uniqueness requirement of the index. In order to add this column to the index while still preserving the unique constraint
of the first three columns, which option should be taken? 

A. Add a new index on COL4. 

B. Perform a ALTER INDEX IX1 ADD COLUMN (COL4). 

C. Add a new UNIQUE index on COL1, COL2, COL3, COL4. 

D. Perform an ALTER INDEX IX1 ADD INCLUDE COLUMN (COL4). 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

When converting a multiple table segmented table space to partition-by-growth table spaces, which statement is
correct? 

A. DSMAX may have to be increased. 

B. Storage requirements for EDMDBDC will decrease. 

C. Storage requirements for some applications will increase. 

D. The dynamic statement cache should be increased to handle the additional SQL statements. 

Correct Answer: A 
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